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Dear Fellow Members,
Our last meeting day was a big one.
Our education program is clearly an initiative that our members and the bonsai community want. There were 18
booked (and another 4 we couldn’t fit in) for the beginner’s course run by David C. What a great initiative by David.
The majority were not members before the session but based on the last intake I believe there was 80-90% join the
club. The Skills and Knowledge Course has 8 enrolled and the Advanced course has 8 enrolled with another 9 keen to
do the course. The committee will be discussing how we can meet our members needs next calendar year.
Congratulations to Bruce and Jim for setting up the display area. How great did it look? Tony for doing the
photography as usual. Members brought some wonderful trees to share with the rest of the club. The standard was
high and from beginners to advanced. Let’s hope the showing next month will be even better. “Member’s Choice”
prizes for the tree brought by members and voted by members were Albert G with his Liquid Amber Forest and
Mario for his Juniper. Congratulations!
A special thank you to Lindsay Bebb who not only ran the Advanced Course in the morning but also did a wonderful
presentation on Deciduous trees in the afternoon. We even had a bit of carving. Thank you, Lindsay.
Lindsay’s critique of some of the selected display trees was very informative and will help us all improve our trees.
Pierre-Antoine’s feedback forms were well used. It seemed everyone loved Lindsay’s presentation. Comments like: “Lindsey is “top notch” as a presenter and always has been” and “Fun as always. Lindsey is one of the best”
The suggestions were complimentary to the program that we run, with some suggestions of more focus groups, and
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specialist activity on varieties and techniques. With Pierre-Antoine leading the charge the committee will work on
how we can meet and deliver on your needs.

An anonymous donation of 2 huge figs to the club for demonstration are pictured here. Thank you to that member it
gives us so much opportunity to do more.

Next month Kimberley H from Bonsai Academy and the Toowoomba Bonsai Group will be at Bimer Bonsai. She will
focus her presentation on Buxus.
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Kimberly enjoys designing bonsai trees and working with nature to create art. Kimberly has 12 years of studying
bonsai with some of the best bonsai artists in Australia and in the USA. Her trees have won awards and speak for
themselves. Kimberly has the teaching skills to share her bonsai knowledge with you. Don’t miss this meeting.
We would like to include in the newsletter some of the suppliers of bonsai tools, pots, accessories, and plants. We
are particularly interested in promoting products and services from members. So, if you are interested in listing your
offering please email me @ info@bimerbonsai.org.au
We encourage you to wear your name badges at meetings as there are a lot of members who are new and some of
the older ones like me can’t remember their own names. If you don’t have a badge, please see Tony and the team at
the entry table. We will organize one for you at no cost.
See you all at the next meeting. May your bonsai grow more beautiful each day.
All the best for you and your bonsai!
Keith S.

NOVEMBER DEMONSTRATOR KIMBERLEY HALTER
Kimberly’s love of bonsai started in the woods of southern USA where she used to collect trees with her father to
create bonsai. When he went into a nursing home, he asked her to help him look after his trees. Even though she
was living in Australia, she took lessons and travelled to the USA to help him with his collection. That was 15 years
ago, and she continues to study and learn the art of bonsai with some of the best bonsai artists in Australia and the
USA. Her trees have won awards and speak for themselves.
GUAVA DIG PREPARATION DAY, SATURDAY 9TH OF OCTOBER
It was a great success, no casualty to be reported! 14 members joined on the ACU grounds in Banyo, 14 left.
Many trees were pruned hard to allow new usable growth to develop between now and June 2022. For some it was
a new experience, which tree to choose? Where to cut? The rain on Monday night was a good omen, let's hope it
rains a week before the dig...
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OCTOBER CALENDAR TREE
Melaleuca Leucadendron by Albert G.
This species is commonly known as the weeping paperbark and the one I have is the
fine leaf form. It is an upright growing native species which has weeping branches
and cream flowers. The tree was originally purchased as tube stock and grown for a
couple of years.
The photo on the left is the original tree in 2016
which grew too tall and lanky. The tree in the
calender is a layer from the top half performed in
2017. The photo on the right shows the tree in
2018, a year after separation and going into its first
bonsai pot.

This melaleuca has large leaves that don’t reduce in
size very well, so it suits a larger bonsai. However,
the weeping form and its fast
growth make it a great species to
work with. This species likes lots of
water and mine lives in a saucer of water for most of the year round.
For the styling, I wanted to mimic the trees of this type that I saw
growing along the road sides around Brisbane. This species can be
cut back to bare wood and will shoot readily.
The tree currently stands 1 meter high from the top of the pot and
the base is about 10 centimeters in diameter.

***
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Repotting of a Couple of Large Deciduous Trees by Albert G
This is a Chinese Elm (Ulmus Parviflora) that I have had growing in this pot for many
years. The roots had grown into the ground which accelerated the growth quite
considerably. The trunk was chopped about
90cm from the soil line last year and a new
leader was allowed to grow. The lower
branches were cut back regularly and pulled
down with wire so they would have some
structure and be emerging from the trunk at a
good angle.

The photo on the right shows the tree with the
branches cut back hard and the roots growing
into the ground have been severed. The big brown lump at the bottom right
of the pot is a swollen root.

The photos on the left
show
the
pot
removed and then
with the top soil
washed.

Having let the
tree grow into
the ground I had
expected
the
roots to be quite
thick and need a
hard cut back and be regrown. I was pleasantly
surprised to find the upper roots to be quite fine as shown left. The roots
that had thickened and grown into the ground were from the underside
of the tree, which are not seen when used for bonsai.

The lower roots were cut with a
chainsaw as shown. This was
quite a task as you can see how
much wood there was to get
through.
The underside was then reduced
further and levelled by first
washing the dirt out and then
using a carving power tool. A clean profile was produced from doing this as well
as making the base level and the root ball area thinner. This root work may look
drastic but Chinese elms are a strong species and have a lot of energy to push
new growth in Spring.
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The photo left shows the tree potted up in a large training pot. The mix used was an
quite open consisting of diatomite, pumice and pine bark, with a top dressing of fine
coir fibre. The basal roots were covered to ensure they don’t die back and recover.

The branches were cut back to where I want
the new buds to sprout from to make the
future secondary branches. I heard a podcast
recently about someone who collected oaks
and he would cut back the tree to the roughly
desired shape. His thinking was that the tree is
at its strongest when first collected so why
waste its energy growing new branches on
areas that you intend to cut off later on. I
thought this made a lot of sense and could be applied in this case with all future
energy used to grow branches where I need them. The top transition needs
some work. Once I have some new growth on the lighter wood at the top, I
will select a new leader (most likely on the left-hand side) and grow a new apex
area from this.
On the right is the Elm 4 weeks after the repot. It has pushed out buds all over.
The next step will be to remove the excess new branches and wire any that
need redirection. A new apex leader will also be selected and let grow to form
the new top of the tree.
The following is a Trident Maple (Acer Buergerianum) that I put in a garden bed when it
was quite small. Three years later and it has grown very quickly and a bit coarse.
Unfortunately, I didn’t do any root or branch work in that time. It was time to dig it up
and start the refining process. Instead of digging this out, I used a high-pressure water
cleaner to excavate a root ball around the tree. This made the job less physical, but
made a big mess as seen from the dirt on the brickwork in the background.
The photo left shows the tree after removal and the soil
fallen away from the root zone. The roots were reduced
further to form the best surface roots possible and to
save time having to do it later. The depth of the root ball
was also reduced. As shown in the next photo on the
right, the roots have been washed and there aren’t too
many fine roots left. There is a nice solid base to work
with though.
The tree was then potted up in a course mix of mostly
pumice to encourage root growth. There are three
main trunk lines to work with and no design decisions
have been made on what to do with them yet, hence
they were left a bit longer. The large cuts, like the
one at the base as shown below, was covered in cut
paste to help with faster healing.
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The final photo on the right is the tree six weeks
later and buds are just starting to shoot on the
trunk. Once it is showing signs of good healthy
growth, the style of the tree can be determined
and trimmed for that design. It might be
interesting to incorporate the multiple trunks in
the final design as opposed to trying to force it
into a single trunk style and then needing to deal
with the large scars. No need to rush the next
stage of the tree, it will need time to recuperate
and regain its strength.

***
The whisk fern

If you have a few trees in pots (…!), chances are you have wondered at times about these weird
looking stems coming straight out of your substrate. I certainly did, often. I even wondered if they were
some kind of parasitic plants, growing from the roots of my trees.
Wonder no more, these are whisk fern (Psilotum Spp.). There are only 2 species, Psilotum nudum
(by far the most common), and Psilotum complanatum; these can also hybridize (Psilotum x intermedium).
It produces leafless branching stems that take up all of the photosynthetic work, as well as producing spores
in little vesicles (called sporangias, which will turn yellow once mature). Because of its apparent simplistic
form, it had been hypothesized to be similar to the fern ancestor, dating back some 400 millions year ago.
More recent molecular work has shown that whisk fern is definitely part of the fern lineage, and represent
more a simplification of the traditional fern form rather than a survivor from the early days of plant
evolution.
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The first part of the fern's life cycle is underground,
once the spore finds a suitable place to germinate. It will
totally rely on mycorrhizal fungus until it can grow stems
and start photosynthesis, at which point it will give back
carbohydrates to the fungus, like most plants.

Mature sporangias

They produce a fairly limited “root system”, in fact rhizomes.
It is widely spread in the tropics and sub tropics parts of our planet. Once established, they are extremely
hardy and drought tolerant.
Whether you decide to remove them or not from your pots, they are a good indication of a healthy biology in
your substrate (as they cannot germinate and grow without mycorrhizal fungus).
Surely they would be an interesting candidate for shitakusa...!
P-A

LAYER SEPARATION OF A TRIDENT MAPLE By Albert G.
This club tree is a
Trident Maple (Acer
Buergerianum) that
had
a
layer
performed back in
November 2020 as
shown in the photos
left and right. The
original roots were
large and coarse
which is typical of field grown maples and the layering process was to
replace these. Layering is a great way to get an even root spread on bonsai,
reduce the height of a tree or to make a new tree from and existing branch.
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The following two photos show the
tree in early July from the front and
back. It has grown well over the eight
months. Cursory inspection of the
soil showed there were roots
growing at the layer site. Being the
end of its dormancy period, it was
the best
time to separate the layer. Due to our
warm climate, maples and other
deciduous trees may not lose all their
leaves in our winter as shown above.
The tree was trimmed back for easier
management without removing any primary branches and old leaves removed. Branch selection for future styling will
be done later.

The tree separation was performed with a
reciprocating saw underneath the layer pot.
The photo to the right shows the width of
wood mass directly under the layer where
the original roots flared. This needed to be
cut back closer to the new root zone and to
fit into the new pot.

Here is the tree all cleaned up and ready for potting
up. There are a decent amount of roots, but the
layering pot was not full. No roots were
removed and most of the mix fell off easily.
The next step was pot selection. I had three club
pots to choose from so tried each of them to see
which was the most appropriate.
Option A on the right is a green glazed pot. The
colour would complement the leaves nicely, but
the pot size is a little on the large side.

Option B left is a nice cream coloured pot with
inward sloping sides. The cream colour is
traditional for deciduous trees and the pot shape
is nice also. However, it is a little shallow for the
trunk and roots.
Option C on the right is a good fit size-wise and the
shape fits the tree well. The colour is a cool white
with flecks of blue in the glaze. I considered option
C to be the most appropriate for this tree.
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Here the maple has been potted up and a
layer of shredded sphagnum moss has been
spread on the surface to help retain the
moisture and protect the fragile new roots.
RIght is the tree in October at our club
meeting. It has been slow to leaf out
compared to my other tridents but was
looking healthy.

At the meeting, we had Lindsay Bebb working on the tree for us. He proposed,
and the club members agreed, to using the other side of the tree as the new
front. This side was chosen is it was considered more visually appealing with the
deadwood and hollows. Lindsay performed some carving to the base of the tree
to improve the transition of the trunk as it formed a sort of lip that jutted out
from the trunk. The height was also shortened and branch selection was made.
It was suggested to tilt the tree to the left, as shown in the photo, to improve
the direction of the new apex.
The tree will be encouraged to grow over the next season. Later in Autumn or
winter, branch selection and styling can be repeated to start building the
silhouette of the tree.

***
DO YOU HAVE ANY SPARE POTS ?
As you are probably aware sourcing pots and tools has been a very difficult task for David. He is doing his
best to keep up the supply but pots in particular are getting rare. If you have any new or good used pots
that you no longer need please consider selling them to the club. Remember the trade table is our primary
source of income which funds all of the activities provided by the club.
VIDEO EDITOR NEEDED
Now that Bimer has a 4K video camera we would like to be able to post videos on our website and
youTube. Unfortunately no one on the committee has the expertise or the best program to polish the
videos we are recording. Can you help the club ? Joining the committee is not required !
GENERAL WORKSHOP SATURDAY NOVEMBER 6
Come along and bring any trees you want some help with and take advantage of Kimberley’s expertise. The
workshop will run from 9-12 alongside the Skills and Knowledge course and the Advanced Group.
DISPLAY TABLE
Please remember to bring along a tree, a BUXUS or any tree for display this month. You may
need some feedback or assistance with developing it into a bonsai. Any tree is welcome. An
afternoon tea break will be available to pursue advice about your tree. Members are
encouraged to share their accumulated knowledge with the newer members. There’s also the
chance to win an additional lucky door prize for any member who brings in a tree for display.
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BUNNINGS WORKSHOP by Albert G
In September, David C, Jane C and I held a bonsai workshop at Bunnings Keperra. The participants were provided with
a tree and pot by Bunnings and we assisted them in pruning, styling, wiring and finally repotting the junipers. The
event was a great exposure opportunity for the club with the participants enjoying their time. Bunnings visitors also
enjoyed the small display we provided and Bimer club information was also handed out. Thank you to Bunnings for
giving us this opportunity.

NAME BADGES
With so many new members, it can be hard to remember everyone’s name. If you have a name badge,
please wear it to the meetings. If you don’t have a name badge, please see Jim.
MEMBERSHIPS ARE PAST DUE
If you are unsure if your membership is current, please check with Tony at the next meeting.
We are now taking payments by direct deposit for membership, workshops and bus trips. The details are as
follows: Bank of Queensland - Account Name: Bimer Bonsai Club Incorporated - BSB: 124 001 - Account #:
10112801 – REMEMBER you must put your surname in the reference section so we know who has paid.
***
NOTICE BOARD

6 Nov 2021
6 Nov 2021
4 Dec 2021
8 Jan 2022
30 Apr – 1 May 2022

TBA
23 Oct 2021
TBA

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities
Skills and Knowledge Course 9am- 12pm
TBA
Christmas Silent Auction
Skills and Knowledge Course 9am- 12pm
Bimer Annual Show Mt. Coot-tha
Other Bonsai Related Activities
Pine Rivers Garden & Plant Fair
Redlands Market Day & Native Showcase – Sat 10am-1pm
Bonsai Open – Central Coast Bonsai Club
Local Bonsai Shows

CANCELLED

Redlands
Gold Coast Tweed Show
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